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Nanotechnologies and its convergence for the applications
Abstract
In this presentation, major areas such as nano electronics and photonics, nano energy areas, nano bio medical imaging system and textile
electronics will be presented.
In nano photonics and electronics, quantum dot materials are expected as a key photonics and electronics technology to create future displays,
lighting, solar cell, image sensors, photo detectors and thin film transistors. In addition, these will introduce the nano materials and process
technology for flexible devices and system. In this presentation, the recent progress on the future lighting/display, flexible solar cell,
photodetector and TFTs with the advent of nanotechnology convergence. The various devices and system with different form factor will be
presented as well.
In nano energy areas, self energy generation and storage with piezo or new photovoltaic concept will be introduced with respect to their
segmented application areas. This area will be closely connected with future IoT applications.
In nano bio areas, e-nose/e-tongue, active fragrance system, multi-dose X-ray imaging and tera herz imaging system will be presented with nano
electronics design, structural optimization, and final system with nano materials. The new concept is consisted of electron emission sources, its
amplification structure, and final system design and fabrication.
Nano textile electronics for the future lighting/display, energy storage and generation and sensor network will also be introduced.
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